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Company Profile
Ven-Rez Products has been manufacturing school,
institutional and library furniture for over 60 years.
The manufacturing facility is located in Eastern
Canada with easy access to international shipping
facilities.

The 120,000 square foot manufacturing facility
supplies markets in North America, Africa and the
West Indies.

As a manufacturer Ven-Rez offers you the
knowledge, flexibility and solutions not usually
available through middlemen and dealers. Many
of the Company’s new products originate from
working closely with their customers on unique or
custom projects.

The institutional market demands durable furniture.
Ven-Rez is unmatched in this capability. Robotic
welding, double strength bracing and connections,
heavy gauge steel and unique engineering, all
contribute to these extraordinary durable products.

Ven-Rez Products is a member of The Shaw Group
of Companies, selected as one of Canada’s 50
Best Managed Companies five years running.

WHITE BOARD WITH FRAME

FLIP CHART /
STAND EASEL

Story Time Display & Storage
Unit provides fun and
function. Big book display
panels with storage space in
top section. Back side of
bottom section has 3 large
fixed shelves for big books
or posters and a magnetic/dry
erase board on front for
drawing or writing. Unit on
casters for easy movement.

Ven-Rez offers a full range of
communication boards, including
bulletin boards, chalkboards, white
boards and flip chart stands/easels.

STORY TIME DISPLAY &
STORAGE UNIT

HORIZON DOUBLE
SIDED PICTURE
BOOK DISPLAY UNIT

Horizon Double Sided
Picture Book Display
Unit has book display
shelves on top and 4
storage shelves. Unit
complete with casters
for easy moving.

HORIZON BIG BOOK STAND

Horizon Utility Carts
constructed of solid
hardwood frame with 3
trays. Dual wheel casters
for easy movement.

HORIZON UTILITY
CART

REST MAT & CUSIONS

Both the Rest Mat and Cushion are 3" thick foam covered with
vinyl. Easy cleaning, stackable and long lasting. Rest mat size:
48"L x 24"W. Cushion sizes: 16" Square or 16" Round.

Horizon Big Book Stand,
constructed of birch
plywood. Rounded corners
for safety. Optional double
sided display and casters
also available



2-LEVEL CUBE CHAIR
This simple but unique
design gives a 10" seat
height in one position. When
a lower seat height is
required, just flip the chair
over for a 6" seat height.

CUBE TABLE
The Cube Table combines both storage and work surface.
An ideal unit for reading or playing.

MULTI-PURPOSE STORAGE SYSTEM
The colorful Multi-purpose Storage System provides
flexibility and function.

SPECTRUM STORAGE UNIT
The Spectrum Storage
Unit is the ideal solution
for organizing the kids’
personal belongings. Top
and bottom compartments
are perfect for lunch boxes,
hats, gloves and shoes.
Center compartments
have dual hanging hooks
for backpacks, jackets and
umbrellas.

STACKING STORAGE BLOCKS
The triangular and square shape Stacking Storage Blocks come
in a variety of colors. With a little bit of imagination, everyone can
easily build their own unique colourful storage unit.

TOTE TABLE
This flexible storage unit and work table can be easily moved
to where you need it. Standard finish in high pressure laminate.
2" ball casters for quiet smooth movement. Supplied complete
with 30 tote boxes, 15 per side. Single side (15 tote boxes) unit
is also available.

READING PLATFORM
Reading Platform makes it easy for kids to

pick a book and read. Two oversized compartments
provide plenty of space for children’s big book, picture
books, toys and games.

HORIZON SHELL CHAIRS
Durable, stackable space
saving chairs are ideal for
Day Care, Sunday Schools,
special events. Available in
12", 14", 15", 16" or 18" seat
heights. Storage chair dolly
also available for easy
moving and storing.

HORIZON FOLDING TABLE
3/4" Plywood core with high pressure laminate face. Steel frame
and stack corners. Standard folding legs

Don’t let your budget force you to choose between a light or
heavy duty table. Consider the Commercialite Folding Table.
These strong, light weight and affordable commercial quality
tables are “all weather”, ideal for fund raising, and special events.
Also shown, the space-saving Light Weight Folding Chair

LIGHT WEIGHT
FOLDING CHAIR

COMMERCIALITE FOLDING TABLE

FLOWER SHAPE HORIZON STEEL FRAME TABLE
WITH ROSEWAY CHAIRS

CLOVER LEAF
STEEL FRAME TABLE

RECTANGULAR
STEEL FRAME TABLE

Horizon Steel Frame Tables are built to last. Unique 3" steel
frame provides strength. Multi-purpose glides for carpet or hard
surface floors. Ideal for Day Care, Sunday Schools, special
events. Various sizes and shapes available.

The Roseway Chair is truly a unique and time-tested chair
constructed with solid birch moulded veneers with natural
lacquer finish. Chair can be painted to provide a bright and
attractive look.


